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Abstract The integration of large amount of wind power

into a power system imposes a new challenge for the secure

and economic operation of the system. It is necessary to

investigate the impacts of wind power generation on the

dynamic behavior of the power system concerned. This

paper investigates the impacts of large amount of wind

power on small signal stability and the corresponding

control strategies to mitigate the negative effects. The

concepts of different types of wind turbine generators

(WTGs) and the principles of the grid-connected structures

of wind power generation systems are first briefly intro-

duced. Then, the state-of-the-art of the studies on the

impacts of WTGs on small signal stability as well as

potential problems to be studied are clarified. Finally, the

control strategies on WTGs to enhance power system

damping characteristics are presented.

Keywords Wind turbine generators, Wind farm

integration, Small signal stability, Damping characteristic

1 Introduction

The energy policies in many industrialized countries

place the emphasis on the large-scale development of

renewable energy-based power generation. The ever-

increasing power generation from renewable energy sour-

ces, especially wind energy, would be helpful for reducing

the emissions of pollutions, and hence mitigate global

warming and improve environment. The wind power

reserve is huge around the globe. It is reported in [1] that

the technical potential of onshore wind energy is very

large, around 2.74 9 1012–5.0 9 1012 KWh (kilowatts-

hour). It is estimated by the Global Wind Energy Council

that about 2 9 107 MW of electricity could be utilized,

which is ten times larger than the available water energy. In

the past decades, more and more wind power is integrated

to power systems around the globe, and the trend is

expected to continue in the foreseeable future [2].

The wind energy reserve in China is abundant, the onshore

wind potential reaches 3.226 9 107 KWh per year, in which

about 2.53 9 106 KWh can be utilized; while the offshore

wind energy potential reaches 7.5 9 106 KWh [2].

According to global wind report 2011 [3] from European

Wind Energy Association (EWEA), around 2 9 104 MW

[3] of new wind energy capacity were installed in China in

2011, and the total wind installed capacity reached about

6.5 9 104 MW by the end of 2011.

In recent years, the installation of wind power energy has

moved from small wind farms with a few wind turbines to

large wind farms with more than hundreds of MW of

capacity, and the connection point of wind farm have

developed from low-voltage-level electricity distribution

system to high-voltage-level electricity transmission system.

With the increasing penetration level, the impact of wind

power on power system dynamics and stability become

increasingly complicated. The increasing utilization of wind
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power gives rise to a new set of problems [4] in frequency

fluctuations, harmonics pollution as well as concerning the

safe and stable operation, the peaking and frequency mod-

ulation and the economical dispatch of power systems.

Consequently, the impact of wind power penetration on

power system stability [5–20] has drawn great attention to

the power system engineers and scientists. Meanwhile, the

large-scale interconnected power system is forming in

China, and the problem of the weak damp or negative damp

status between inter-network or local network with wind

power integrated to power systems is critical. Besides, the

increasing capacity and different connection point of wind

power maybe worsen the damping performances of power

systems, meanwhile, wind power resources are generally

located far from large centers of consumption, which may

involve transmitting energy for long distances through

congested lines and perhaps a significant change of genera-

tion profile and typical power flows, and may have signifi-

cant impact on small signal stability. Therefore, it’s

necessary to systematically analyse the influence of wind

power integration on power system oscillation mode and

damping characteristic.

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the impacts of

wind power on small signal stability and corresponding

control strategies to improve power system damping

characteristic and get a summarized study on the hot topics.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the

characteristics of WTGs including the different types and

technologies of wind power grid connected. The principles

and methods of power system small signal stability ana-

lysis are described in Section 3. Section 4 summarizes the

effects of large scale wind power on small signal stability,

including the analysis of the modeling and simulation, the

research on power system oscillation mode and damping

characteristic, and the auxiliary control strategies on WTGs

to reinforce small signal stability. The conclusion is given

in Section 5.

2 Characteristics of WTGs

WTGs are used to extract the kinetic energy from the

wind and then convert it into electricity. Wind turbines

usually rotate at a speed of 3–30 miles/h. WTGs system

normally consists of wind turbine, generator, grid interface

converters, wind blades, yaw control, brake, gear box,

control device, and an anemometer, etc.

For the moment, there are three prevailing kinds of

WTGs in the market, including the squirrel cage induction

wind power generator (SCIG), the doubly-fed induction

wind power generators (DFIG), and the direct-driven per-

manent magnet wind power generators (DDPMG). In this

section, the characteristic of three popular types [1, 2] of

WTGs and the technologies [8–12] of wind power grid

connected are introduced briefly.

2.1 SCIG

The wind turbine rotor is connected to the generator

through a gear box and the stator is directly coupled to the

grid as shown in Fig. 1. SCIG always has high reactive

power consumption and hence uses capacitor banks to

maintain the required voltage level at the grid. The slip,

and hence the rotor speed of a SCIG varies with the amount

of power generated. These rotor speed variations are very

small, approximately 1 to 2 percent. Therefore, this wind

turbine type is normally referred to as a constant speed or

fixed speed turbine. Nonetheless, they can run at two dif-

ferent speeds by changing the number of pole pairs of the

stator windings.

2.2 DFIG

The schematic diagram of a grid-connected DFIG sys-

tem is depicted in Fig. 2. The DFIG system includes the

wind turbine, the drive train, the gear box, the induction

generator and the back-to-back pulse width modulation

(PWM) converters. The stator is directly coupled to the

grid and the rotor is connected to the gird through the

PWM converters. The active power and reactive power of

DFIG can be decoupled control by adjusting the rotor side

converter modulation coefficient, which can improve the

energy conversion efficiency, enhance the power factor of

wind farms and the voltage stability. This makes DFIG

popular in the recent years [1, 9, 10]. However, because the

internal resistance of DFIG is very small, the capacity of

DFIG damped oscillation is limited.

2.3 DDPMG

The DDPMG wind power system involves the wind tur-

bine generator, the drive train and the full scale back-to-back

PWM converters, as presented in Fig. 3. The rotor of

DDPMG is directly connected to the generator and the stator

is coupled to the grid through a full-scale PWM converter.

By comparing to DFIG, DDPMG saves the gear box, the

SCIG
Power 

systems

Wind blades

TransformerGear box

Squirrel cage induction generator

Capacitor bank

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of SCIG system
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brush and the slip ring, which improves the operation reli-

ability, reduces the maintenance cost, however, it needs full-

scale converter. The output electromagnetic power of

DDPMG is controlled by the pitch angle control and the full-

scale PWM converter, which makes DDPMG and the elec-

trical grid completely decoupled.

2.4 Performance comparisons

Each of these WTGs has its own advantages and dis-

advantages as elaborated in [1, 5, 8, 12]. They can be

summarized [8] using Table 1. The main strength of DFIG

is that more energy can be generated for a specific wind

range, and the more efficient aerodynamic, besides, there is

a reduced mechanical stress as the rotor acts as a flywheel

thereby reducing the drive train torque variations. The

major drawbacks of DDPMG are that they are large, heavy

and complex ring generators and need large power elec-

tronic converter.

3 Power system small signal stability

Small signal stability (or small-disturbance stability) in a

power system is the ability of the system to ascertain a

stable operating condition following a small perturbation

around its operating equilibrium [7, 21]. Of particular

importance in the analysis of small-signal stability is the

determination of the electromechanical modes of oscilla-

tion (EMO). The electromechanical modes involve the

rotors of individual generators or of groups of generators

oscillating or swinging against each other, and they can be

subdivided into inter-area, local-area and intra-station

modes [7].

Small signal stability analysis is carried out based on the

system nonlinear equations, describing the dynamic

behavior of the system, linearized around a chosen oper-

ating point. Based on the motion of the rotors and the

torque characteristics of generator, the mechanism of small

signal stability is analyzed, such as the negative damping

mechanism, the resonance mechanism, nonlinear singular

and chaos mechanism [22–24].

It has been known that there are two factors in influ-

encing the small signal stability of power systems.

1) Lack of sufficient synchronizing torque, which is

proportional to the power angle increment, resulting in

an increasing of the rotor angle of the generator.

2) Lack of sufficient damping torque, which is propor-

tional to the generator rotational speed increment,

resulting in an increasing oscillation of the rotor.

At present, there are two main methods for analyzing

power system small signal stability.

Table 1 Comparison of different WTGs

Advantages Disadvantages

SCIG Less expensive, electrically

efficient simple and

robust construction

Noisy, high mechanical

stress, aerodynamically

less efficient, requires

gear box

DFIG Less noisy,

aerodynamically efficient

small rating converter

It is expensive and

electrically less efficient,

requires gear box

DDPMG Less noisy,

aerodynamically efficient,

no gear box, less

mechanical stress

Needs large rating

converter, expensive,

heavy and large generator

DFIG
Power 

systems

AC

DC

DC

AC

Wind blades

TransformerGear box

Doubly-fed induction generators 

PMW converter

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of DFIG system

Power 
systems

AC

    DC

DC

    AC

Wind blades

Transformer

PMW converter

Direct-driven permanent 
magnet generators

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of DDPMG system
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1) Eigenvalue analysis method based on the state space

model;

2) Frequency domain analysis method based on the

transfer function matrix.

Eigenvalue analysis method, which based on the linear

system theory and Lyapunov stability theory, has been

recognized as one of the broadest methods to analyze

small signal stability. In this method, the complex power

system can be linearized around a stable operating point

which can give a close approximation to the system to be

studied [7]. And then, stability analysis is done by com-

puting eigenvalues as well as the right and left eigenvec-

tors of its state matrix, hence the judgment information of

system stability, such as the oscillation frequency, the

attenuation factor, the impact factor, and the strongly

correlated state variables, can be obtained. At present,

eigenvalue analysis method is a powerful tool to research

the electromechanical mode and the damping perfor-

mances of power systems, and it has been successfully

used in small signal stability evaluation, the damping

controller siting determination [25] and parameter opti-

mization [26, 27] and so on.

The frequency domain model of power systems descri-

bed by the transfer function matrix, i.e. y(s) = G(s)u(s),

(where, y(s) is the output vector; G(s) is the transfer

function matrix; u(s) is the input vector), can be obtained

by appropriately choosing the input and output variables.

The system is stable under small disturbance, which is

equivalent in the negative real part of all poles of G(s), and

it can be examined by the multivariable Nyquist stability

criteria. The scale of power system had little impact on the

frequency domain analysis method, which makes it reliable

to analyze the large scale power systems. Whereas com-

pared eigenvalue analysis method, it provides insufficient

information. However, with the development of modern

multivariable control system frequency domain theory,

frequency domain analysis method gets more and more

attentions by the electricity workers in recent years, and

then achieves further development. The frequency domain

analysis model of power system small signal stability,

including the high-voltage direct current (HVDC), is built

in [28]. And in [29], it is applied to the robust stability

analysis of power systems.

The well-known power system stabilizer (PSS) [21, 25,

26] is used to generate supplementary control signals for

the excitation system of a generator so as to damp low

frequency oscillations in the power system concerned.

Intelligent algorithm is introduced to the PSS design [27] in

recent years, and some simple structure, adaptable, and

better robustness PSS are used to control the large scale

power system stability.

4 Impacts of wind power integration on small signal

stability

4.1 Modeling and simulation

The increasing wind power penetration on power sys-

tems requires the development of adequate wind farm

models for representing the dynamic behavior of wind

farms on power systems. A lot of researching and analyz-

ing works [10, 13–15, 30–33] by the scholars have been

done on modeling and simulation for power system small

signal stability with wind power integration, which include

modeling of three popular WTGs and the power system

small signal analysis with penetration of wind power, and

the focus of research is DFIG.

A reduced order dynamic modeling of large (MW)

capacity fixed speed and doubly-fed asynchronous gener-

ator wind turbine is discussed in [10], in the model, speed

control characteristics and converter protection of the

DFIG are implemented. Meanwhile, a dynamic model is

also derived in [13], which can be used to simulate the

DFIG wind turbine using a single-cage and double-cage

representation of the generator rotor, as well as a repre-

sentation of its control and protection circuits. This model

can also be used to investigate transient stability of large

power systems.

Reference [14] gives the modeling of the DFIG con-

sidering operating conditions below and above synchro-

nous speed, which are actually achieved by means of a

double-sided PWM converter joining the machine rotor to

the grid. And the stator-flux-oriented vector control is

applied to decouple the active and reactive powers gener-

ated by the generator. Likewise, the steady-state analysis of

DFIG in the subsynchronous and supersynchronous regions

is also discussed in [15]. An optimum control strategy,

which maximizes the total electrical power output of the

double output induction generator is determined, and a

equivalent circuit is given, but in which core losses and

harmonics are ignored.

Based on the relationship of flux linkage, potential and

electric current, dynamic mathematics model of DFIG is

deduced in [30], and this model neglects the stator tran-

sients and the harmonics of electrical magnitudes. The

development of equivalent wind farm models can reduce

the model order and the computation time under the impact

of wind farms on power systems. Two equivalent wind

turbines are developed in [31] by using MATLAB/Simu-

link: one for aggregated wind turbines with similar winds,

and another for aggregated wind turbines under any

incoming wind. A wind park dynamic model together with

a base methodology for its application to power system

studies is presented in [32], which is applied to the
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operating conditions of the selected sets of wind turbine

experimental benchmark data from actual wind parks, and

the results show its effectiveness. And a unified, modular,

small-signal dynamic model of DFIG is presented in the

PSCAD/EMTDC environment [33]. Similarly, a SCIG

simulation model with thyristor-based soft-start module is

presented in [20].

From the present literatures, it can be seen that the

modeling techniques of WTGs based on aerodynamic have

been relatively mature. Many simulation softwares, such as

DIgSILEN/Power Factory, PSASP, MATLAB, PSS/E,

PSCAD/EMTDC, include the WTG module. In the actual

research, the detailed or simplified model can be built

according to the aim of the research to study the small

signal stability of power systems with wind power

integration.

4.2 Influence of wind power integration on power

system oscillation mode and damping

characteristics

With the increase in penetration of these wind turbines,

the power system dominated by synchronous machines will

experience a change in dynamics and operational charac-

teristics. Given this assertion, Slootweg and Klind initiated

the issue that the impact of constant speed WTGs and

variable speed WTGs on small signal stability of power

systems in 2003 [11]. Later on more researchers started to

concentrate on this subject by the means of modal analysis

or time-domain simulations, and then the impact of large

scale wind power integration on power system oscillation

modes and damping performances has become a hot

research topic.

The impact of DFIG based wind farms on the system

small signal stability is investigated in [12], which showed

that the DFIG based wind generating system has negative

damping under changed operating condition (wind speed),

thus this paper suggest the additional damping controller

should be adopted.

The impact of increasing wind power on the damping

performance of the New Zealand power system is assessed

in [16]. The damping performance of different scenarios is

compared, based on the eigenvalues of a linearized model;

the studies indicate that the damping performance of the

system is not materially affected by the types of wind

energy converter technology (SCIG, DFIG, or DDPMG).

Moreover, [17] investigates the impact of wind power

integration in Norway on the damping of interarea mode

oscillations in the Nordic grid. The impact on the interarea

mode oscillations is tested for various types of generators.

The results show that SCIG improves the damping of the

interarea mode oscillation between Norway and Sweden,

while DFIG and DDPMG decrease the damping.

According to the linearization-based eigenvalue ana-

lysis, time domain simulations, and probabilistic eigen-

value analysis, [18] shows that large wind power

integration can have positive or negative impacts on system

damping depending on the location of the wind power

plant, the amount of the conventional generation replaced

by wind power and the stress level of the power system.

The effect of increased penetration of DFIG on the

stability of inter-area oscillations in a small typical power

system is examined by the PSS/E program in [19]. It is

shown that the effect is generally favorable, but sometimes

the inter-area mode is less damped or can even be

destabilized.

Power system oscillation damping with DFIG is inves-

tigated in [34, 35], and the transient and small signal sta-

bility of DFIG are analyzed in [36] by using the sensitivity

of the eigenvalues with respect to inertia. Both beneficial

and detrimental impacts with the increased penetration of

DFIG are found. Meanwhile, [37] advocates that DDPMG

without the controllers will have no adverse effect on the

stability.

It is widely agreed that SCIGs, whose stators are directly

coupled to the grid, have positive impacts on system

damping, as shown in Table 2; DFIGs and DDPMG have

both positive and negative impacts on the damping per-

formance of the electromechanical oscillation modes. In

practice, the effect of WTGs on power system small signal

stability should be discussed according to the types of

oscillations, the capacity of integrated wind power and

different connection points.

4.3 Control strategies on WTGs to improve power

system damping characteristic

According to the analysis above, WTGs require addi-

tional controllers to damp power system oscillations. In this

section, control strategies on WTGs to improve power

system damping characteristic are reviewed.

During the last few decades, many different maximum

power point tracking (MPPT) control strategies have been

developed in [38] and [39]. This enabled the selection of

the optimal MPPT for each wind energy conversion system

(WECS) project. And a prototype version of the control

strategy of a 20 KW DDPMG for maximum power track-

ing is proposed in [40] for the WECS.

Table 2 Different impacts of WTGs on dampings

Positive Negative

SCIG 4

DFIG 4 4

DDPMG 4 4
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The auxiliary control loop for oscillation damping that

adjusts the active power command to damp the interarea

oscillation is proposed in [35]. Moreover, a power system

stabilizer (PSS) using a speed deviation is proposed in [41].

It is reported that the presence of the PSS in the DFIG

system improves the damping of the oscillations in the

network. Nevertheless, it is very important to optimize the

controller parameters of the PSS to achieve the best

performance.

Reference [42] focuses on the impact of a damping

controller on the super/subsynchronous operation of DFIG,

which would help in proper tuning of the DFIG controllers

to enhance the system small-signal stability. Based on the

concept of dynamic frequency character, the phase and

amplitude conditions for wind farms to produce the posi-

tive damping effects on their connected power systems are

proved in [43], and a damping control strategy of DFIG is

studied on 2-area and multi-area power systems by means

of Power System Analysis Software Package (PSASP).

Meanwhile, a control strategy for the multilevel frequency

converter of DDPMG is proposed to augment the low

voltage ride through (LVRT) requirement as well as to

minimize voltage fluctuation in [44].

Recently, a flux magnitude and angle controller (FMAC)

scheme is put forward for DFIGs, by which the terminal

voltage and stator power can be controlled via the magni-

tude and angle of the rotor flux vector decouply [45]. For

DFIG, eigenvalue sensitivity [46] is used to design damp-

ing controllers aimed at damping electromechanical oscil-

lations. Additionally, multi-objective optimal controller

design using differential evolution (DE) of DFIG is pre-

sented in [47]. Eigenvalue analysis and time-domain sim-

ulations are performed on a single machine infinite bus

system as well as a nine-bus multi-machine system to

illustrate the control performance of DFIG with the opti-

mised controller parameters. Particle swarm optimisation

(PSO) [48] is also applied for optimising parameters of

controllers of DFIG.

5 Conclusions

The influence of large scale wind power integration on

power system small signal stability and the corresponding

control strategies are analyzed in this paper as follows.

1) Nowadays, there are three major types of WTGs on the

market: SCIG, DFIG, and DDPMG. It is universally

accepted that SCIGs have a positive effect on the

damping characteristic while the pros and cons

impacts of DFIG and DDPMG are presented. In fact,

the factors, such as the types of WTGs, the way of

grid-connected, the capacity of integrated wind power

and the different connection point, will bring different

effect on the system damping, which maybe beneficial

or detrimental.

2) The topic research of power system small signal

stability with wind power penetration focuses on the

modal analysis and time-domain simulations, through

which the impact of wind power on power system

oscillation modes and damping performances are

discussed.

3) It is found that the current hot focuses of the research

of improving power system damping characteristic

with wind power integration are mostly in the control

strategies of the additional damping controller, includ-

ing the controller design, optimization of the param-

eter of the damping controller, the coordinated tuning

of different controllers, eigenvalue sensitivities, the

input signal selection, PSS, and so on.

4) The simulation softwares used in researching wind

power grid-connected systems mostly include DIgSI-

LEN/Power Factory, PSASP, MATLAB, PSS/E, and

PSCAD/EMTDC, which provide the user with a

convenient WTG module for further study.
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